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Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
DL Softworks
Publisher:
DL Softworks
Franchise:
Pixel Puzzles
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Vista, XP

Processor: Intel® Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 Compatible

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Generic Sound Device
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i thought this was going be a dating sim about a trap going to an all girls school,
"this is exactly what i thought it was"

. I like the game... but the multiplier is so laggy please if anyone has a fix or can help please let me know.. This game is a great
sequel to The Inner World. Multiple game modes, fun with friends, easy to learn (3 minutes) not so easy to master with a
considerable skill ceiling. Original gameplay, low price. EASY RECOMMEND!. New edit, made a video explaining issues:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/NnGXBU8IAwM

Edit: 20\/11\/2017 I am getting quite concerned, the dev stated the survival update would be out Summer time, yet there has
been nothing. Worse still the dev is not responding to comments in the forum.

If you see this dev you really need to at least comment to your players on what is happening! Right now it is looking abandoned,
if you are still working on it say something.

I still say no, more so due to lack of dev response, give us an update and my opinion can still change.

Previous comment:

So I had a little play with this and here are some thoughts I have.

The Island generation is interesting, however right now the Islands are small, all hills and not particularly eye catching, they are
just random and not really inspiring. I had an Island which had a stream going down hill which was nice, however when getting
to the top I found it was coming from the ground literally, that really did not make sense or look right. I saw on one things that
looked like pumpkins? But could not interact, same with all over foliage.

Building:
A few things here that bugged me, a serious lack of options of construction blocks did not get me excited to do anything with
them, my first thought was "is that it?"

Building was very frustrating, due to the previous mentioned uneven land, I could not make a flat foundation to build on. The
snapping was pretty much useless, I got snap points but the items either intersected, snapped with gaps or snapped completely
uneven. I just found the building incredibly frustrating so just smashed it up and had a look at some items.

The shotgun is incredibly over powered and hugely dissapointing in that you do not actually feel your holding it at all, no
cocking it, reloading or anything. It is basically useless at this time other than to destroy what crummy base you may have tried
to build.

No idea what to think where the axe is concerned, not satisfaction with using it at all.

Controls:
The targeting is off, I have to angle my touch controllers unnaturally to hold things straight, needs changing.

Teleporting works, but the locomotion for walking just seems off, you can walk up any surface despite its gradient as if nothing
is there.

Parachuting:
Thought this would make me feel sick, but surprisingly it didn`t, then again it only gets used for short distances since I found no
way to get high enough to get a decent glide range from it.

I will come back to this game when it is further developed, I hope the survival element brings more interest to it, because right
now it really is not interesting for more than a couple of minutes.. This game was awesome.I had a lot of fun playing this game,
especially with friends.This game is nothing like NFS but I loved it.The best way to play this game is with friends.. A quick
explanation for those who haven't played the game yet, because this is a great gun to get even for the first playthrough:
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In campaign, you're going to have two pistols for the majority of the game (not counting DLC). The starter pistol (high capacity,
high damage, 3 customization slots), and an unlock pistol (lower damage, lower capacity, 5 customization slots.) Customization
slots can be used to buff certain parts of your gun, like damage, magazine size, critical hit chance, etc. The Samurai Edge pistol,
which you'll find in weapon lockers throughout the campaign if you own this DLC, has medium damage, medium capacity, and
4 customization slots, which makes it a great gun for almost any build. It's not overpowered or anything, it just strikes a nice
balance between everything and I found myself preferring it almost the entire game.

In raid, it comes with an additional customization part (usable on any gun!) that increases both critical hit chance and damage,
which is amazing. The gun itself is a more debatable choice, since weapons have completely different stats in raid mode, and
now it has middling damage, very low capacity (only four shots!) and a huge critical hit chance, making it feel like a luck-based
magnum with more frequent ammo pickups. It's odd but it can still fit into certain builds due to the generous 4 customization
slots, and I would highly recommend getting this DLC whether you play Raid or Campaign.. Was awesome to play that game.
Would play it again.
No problems or anything. Only the translation is sometimes weird so I would play it in English.

10\/10. In short, Wild Warfare aims to be Team Fortress 2 with furry animals. That lofty goal is however still aways off. What
you'll find at this early stage in development is some fairly crude stuff. Notwithstanding, I've had fun with what I've played.

As with every Early Access game, however, what you're paying for is potential (paying if you buy the DLC, that is). Right now I
have to ask myself whether the devs aren't perhaps wasting a lot of effort with this game. After all, we already have Team
Fortress 2. Why do a clone? I would suppose the simplest answer to this question being -- why not do a clone? If one thing is
successful, does that presuppose that someone else shouldn't try to do the same thing and try to beat the original at its own
game? I mean, that's the core of virtually all business, isn't it? All businesses try to do something better which others are already
doing.

Since this is Early Access, prepare for some rough patches, including:

- few players
- few maps
- maps are overly simplistic, crude and small
- general lack of detail (and personality) with regards to character models
- low resolution textures
- gun models take up far too much visual space, blocking your view
- only three playable classes
- and they are horribly unbalanced
- stock music which doesn't fit the theme or the action

Right now, during Winter Sale 2014, the DLC pack is \u20ac0,41. I've decided to buy a few and hand them out to friends to try
and get the community going. If the developers buck the Early Access trend and actually make this into a game worth playing,
i.e. a product that rivals Team Fortress 2 for its polish and accessibility (while embracing the competitive edge lacking in TF2's
model), then we'll be on to a winner.

In my opinion, there is a market for a competitive FPS starring cutesy animals wielding big guns (provided the guns don't block
half the screen). Now let's hope Hyper Hippo Prods. don't screw up their particular stab at that market.
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Jade sea grants the average tempest player a fun 5 hours of gameplay. After the engaging main questline is finished, you still 10
minor questlines to follow! Over-all, worth the small prize!

I still feel like the DLC could've been so much better if they would spend a couple more weeks\/months into it. I am really
looking forward to what herocraft brings us next!. This is a labor of love. The gameplay is surprisingly tactical, since every tank
class also has an important passive capability (healing, shield, ammo, respawn) - if nobody plays as artillery you're going to lose.
If nobody plays tank you're going to lose. etc... Multiplayer works great even though it's a bit opaque, as there's no server list.
Just hit play and invite friends. On the plus side, there's always someone to play against, as the game features automatic
balancing with bots. This is key to keeping a game interesting even when there's few people on, and I'm glad the developer has
put this in.

You can do much worse for 5 bucks. I'm giving this a thumbs up. If the developer keeps adding interesting gameplay elements
then he could easily up the price lateron too.. I finished in 40 minutes.

A simple match-3 with the art building from lines, to sketch, to outline, to colored in as you get further long with each game
board. The game play is slow, so if you're used to other games that match, remove, and drop new tiles in a flash, bring your
patience to this one.

Bought it on sale bundled with Keyhole Spy: Student Girls for 3.74 USD. Considering it only took 40 minutes, that's still not a
good price.. Ya I do. It has available costumes you can make from finding materials in the mission, and free weapons. And the
crown output isn't bad either.. A buggy, incomplete, flash game; shorter and less polished than free flash games... with no update
in sight.. Hra m\u00e1 \u0161\u0165astn\u00fd a smutn\u00fd dej, mam pocit \u017ee ten smutn\u00fd dej prevl\u00e1da,
pr\u00edbeh je o otcovi a dc\u00e9re ktor\u00fd si d\u00e1vaj\u00fa pomali\u010dky ka\u017ed\u00fdm kotulom zbohom,
ur\u010dite sa pri hran\u00ed \u010dlovek zamysl\u00ed nad t\u00fdmy ktor\u00fdch m\u00e1 r\u00e1d a ktor\u00fdch by
nikdy nechcel strati\u0165,,hratelnost \u013eahk\u00e1 \u00farove\u0148 \u017eiadna, jedna sa tu o level, grafika
posta\u010duj\u00faca, hru hodnot\u00edm kladne :)\ud83d\udd6f\ufe0f. If you're a history buff like me, then you're going to
like this game. It's a good looking game that does its best to interest people who might not be into strategy games. There are
some historical inaccuracies - the uniforms and flags are a constant bugbear to me, but that's because I'm like, really into
uniforms and flags. It's a pretty good intro to strategy, as well.

If you're looking for deep gameplay.... eh. Perhaps this wouldn't be your first port of call. I think a lot of effort went into
making the game pretty and not enough time was spent on making it interesting. The AI is, as usual, thick as two short planks,
and sometimes it can get a touch repetitive, but there's a decent variety of maps and you can generally have a good game. It isn't
the sort of game that, like Civilisation or Europa Universalis, you can truly get lost in - there's no 'one more turn' feel to it, at
least not for me. Download Darthmod, and you've got a pretty good little strategy game to get into.. If you like VR Rail
Shooters, you will probably be impressed by this very polished, action-filled and visually outstanding shooter! Mechanics work
really well, music is good, environments are great, animatons are high quality, I can't really say anything bad about it, except
maybe that currently everything feels completely scripted and I'm not sure if your actions really matter. :) At this moment, this
is only a short demo or prologue and will not take more than 5 minutes, but if you want to support the developers, you could
consider buying it. Looking forward to a full game.
. not worth the money.. I like visual novels, and I like to support new developers of English ones, but I sadly can't recommend
True Lover's Knot. The sprite art is mostly nice, but that's about all I can say for it. Short scenes made up largely of awkward
dialogue are split up by repetitive stock video footage I couldn't find a way to skip, and a boring match three game that gets
integrated into the story in such contrived ways that first I was laughing at it and eventually I was just annoyed. And whether you
choose Rich Guy, Overtly Sexual Spanish Guy (those are pretty much their only characteristics), or remaining independent, the
ending will be extremely abrupt and unsatisfying.
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